EVENT CATERING
By Dominique Gauthier
B E A U - R I VA G E G E N È V E

EXCLUSIVE EVENT CATERING
Geneva - Switzerland

Our fine dining catering service makes your event an outstanding experience!
Creative and inspired culinary offerings by our Michelin-star chef Dominique Gauthier add a unique and
unforgettable flavour to your gatherings.
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DOMINIQUE GAUTHIER
A PASSION FOR REFINED TASTE AND EXCELLENCE

Understated, authentic and delicious are the words that
guide Michelin-star Chef Dominique Gauthier and his
teams to make your fine dining moment as unique as it is
extraordinary.
Inspired by the greatest chefs, crowned with a Michelin star
and an 18 out of 20 rating by Gault et Millau, at Le ChatBotté Chef Dominique Gauthier has found a home to match
his talent. At the helm of Beau-Rivage Genève’s fine dining
institution since 2001, he is above all driven by passion. A
passion for refined taste and excellence in his preparations.
A passion for fine seasonal produce that he develops through
his hands-on approach working with regional producers,
supporting our local environment and ensuring exclusive
access to exceptional produce for guests at Le Chat-Botté.
And of course, a passion for cooking which he hones over and
over, along with his insatiable curiosity and high standards,
to obtain the perfect alchemy in each of his recipes and
bring you the most exquisite emotions.
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CULINARY PHILOSOPHY
AN EXPERIENCE AS UNIQUE AS IT IS EXTRAORDINARY

Cuisine that acts as an ambassador for flavour and local
produce.
Dominique Gauthier works closely with selected producers
who are passionate, pro-active and respectful of the seasons
and their local environment. Mindful of serving food of the
best possible quality, the chef strives to be an ambassador for
a region and style of cooking in which nature is showcased
at its finest, in its absolute essence, enhanced by expertly
chosen and subtle flavour pairings.
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STAND OUT FROM THE REST
WITH YOUR CORPORATE EVENTS

Event catering by Dominique Gauthier brings its wide
experience in event management to your project and adapts
to all your requirements. Whatever the size of your event,
experience the same high standards of service and excellence
that characterise our 5-star luxury hotel, infusing it with
our finest family values.
Whether for a seminar, VIP dinner, inauguration or product
launch, capture your guests’ minds and hearts by offering
them an exclusive fine dining flavoured with excellence and
perfection!
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EXCLUSIVENESS
AT YOUR PRIVATE EVENTS

Michelin-star standards combined with gourmet creativity will
be on the menu at your most special events!
Refined cuisine, highly-regarded expertise, bespoke service, and
a team of specialists dedicated to the absolute success of your
event. The chef and his team add their touch of excellence for
unforgettable moments.
For all of the major celebrations in life - weddings, christenings,
bar mitzvahs, birthdays, family gatherings, lunches, etc. - Event
catering by Dominique Gauthier is your partner of choice
ensuring you a bespoke, top-quality service and an outstanding
and enjoyable moment for your guests.
How about delighting your guests with a garden party or pool
party?
With our Michelin-star chef Dominique Gauthier and his team
in charge of a fine dining buffet at your private event... there’s
no better way to lift the hearts and treat the taste buds of your
guests!
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AT YOUR SIDE
FOR EVERY DETAIL

Because every important moment in life deserves the
same level of perfection, Event catering by Dominique
Gauthier, brought to you by Michelin-star chef Dominique
Gauthier and his experienced team, is at your side in every
detail of your project.
With the chef and his dedicated team, select together the
menu for your event so that it’s perfect for you, unique, and
everything you wish for. As the creators of your event, we
will advise on food and wine pairings, honing the details
with you during the tasting of your personalised menu.

Relax and allow
Event Catering by Dominique Gauthier
to take care of everything.
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OUR VALUES

A dedicated team
THE WOW EFFECT Creativity
Emotion
Attention
PASSION
#Personalisation
#Sharing
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PARTNER VENUES
BEAU-RIVAGE GENEVE, YOUR EVENT PARTNER

Domaine de Choully

Domaine du château de Collex

Acacias OptimHall

Le Domaine de Penthes

Bâtiment des Forces Motrices

La Fondation Brocher

Cercle des bains

Le Village du soir

Portes des Iris

Domaine du Grand Malagny

Pavillon Sicli

L’IceBergues Genève
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OUR TRUSTED CLIENTS
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CONTACT US

banquets@beau-rivage.ch
+41 22 716 69 35

Hôtel Beau-Rivage Genève
Quai du Mont Blanc 13
1201 Geneva
Switzerland
www.beau-rivage.ch
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